
Human Origins:
Early Humans



Topic Preview: The Croods

Watch the trailer and list 
as many words or examples 

as you can that describe 
what life as a hominid was 

like.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fVCKy69zUY


THE BEGINNING

➔ Prehistory: is a time before written  records 
were kept.

➔ Everything we know about this  time is due to  
evidence left behind & stories passed down.
◆ THINK: What happens to stories that are told many times?

➔ Life during this time was about survival:
◆ Provide for your basic needs: water, food, shelter

◆ All resources came from the land & animals

◆ Inventions during this time led the way for future 
generations

What is the 

time before 

written 

record 

called?



THE FIRST HOMINID

➔ In 1974 archaeologist discovered a 
skeleton of a hominid In Africa.. As the 
scientist were celebrating their 
discovery. The song “LUCY in the sky 
with diamonds” by the Beatles came on.

➔ They named her LUCY
◆ The bones were those of a female, about 

20 years old or so when she died.
◆ She lived more than 3 million years.
◆ Lucy was small and walked on two legs. 

 Who was 

the first 

hominid?





Early Humans

Discussion Questions: 
1. Look from left to right. What is changes over time as hominids developed?
2. Did they get stronger or weaker over time? How do you know this?



first







Neanderthal & Home Sapiens Sapiens







SPREADING OUT

❏ During the Ice Age people were forced to move

❏ They had to follow their food source (animals)
❏ They wanted to find warmer climate

❏ All water levels lowered due to freezing.

❏ Land that was under water was now above
❏ Frozen water allowed early humans to walk on 

water

❏ Early humans spread to Europe, Asia, Australia 
(Oceania), and the Americas
❏ The land bridge that connected Asia to North 

America is called the Bering Strait. 
❏ Early humans were able to travel all the way to 

South America
❏ This was the last continent reached

What allowed 

early humans 

to reach the 

americas?



Life in the Old Stone Age
❖ The old stone age is called the Paleolithic Era

❖ Early humans were nomadic constantly moving 
from place to place searching for food, water, and 
shelter. 

❖ All about this era→  

➢ Used SIMPLE stone tools made from animal bones 

or rocks

➢ Lived in small numbers 20-30 people

➢ Learned to control fire to keep warm & cook food

➢ Men hunted and women gathered food

➢ Used cave paintings for communication

What is 

the old 

stone age 

called? 



LIFE IN THE NEW STONE AGE

● The NEW stone age is called the Neolithic Era

● Early humans SPREAD OUT AROUND THE WORLD BECAUSE OF CLIMATE 
CHANGE (ICE AGE). 

● All about this era→ Development of Agriculture & Fire 

○ Used COMPLEX stone tools that were smaller

○ Started to settle in areas around the world & 
stopped moving around

○ Learned to farm food from seeds

○ Made pottery and used it as storage

○ Crops were store in pits and clay pots

○ Used animals to help them with chores

○ Fire kept them warm & gave them the ability to cook 
food

What is the 

new stone 

age 

called?



Early Humans Video

Movement (Travel)

Where did the early humans 
begin and where did they 

move to? List places 
discussed in the video.

Rivers

Why were the rivers 
important to the early 
humans? List Rivers 

discussed in the video.

Climate

What was the climate like 
during the time of the early 
humans? List different types 
of climate the early humans 

faced.

Push/Pull Factors

Why were the early humans 
constantly moving? List 

reasons that pull and pushed 
them.

Watch the video. Use the notes collected to answer 
the video questions.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5orVEJburQ


Check for understanding

1. Where are the first humans believed to have originated from?

2. Who are hunter-gatherers?

3. What caused the migration of humans out of Africa? Was this forced or 
voluntary migration?

4. Who are the scientists that study the human remains in Africa?

5. How did early humans use to migrate to North America and South America?

6. What challenges did people face migrating 125,000 years ago? 

● [THINK ABOUT: climate, basic needs, safety]

7. Given the high risk of migrating, was it worth taking a chance and migrating 
anyways?

Answer the following questions on your guided notes!


